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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………...

KOH-LANTA
“ SAINTE-MARGUERITE ”

From Juan les Pins or Cannes you get on a ferry board
especially chartered for your group. After a 30 minutes
cruise along the RIVIERA cost you land on the splendid
and mysterious “Saint Marguerite” Island.
Your group is split into several tribe. Each of them will
have to take up different physical and intellectual
challenge. You choose eight challenge among the list. All
of these will ask you reflection, group cohesion,
communication, mutual assistance, organization, etc.…
Challenge choice can be determine depending the
competences and goals you wish to reach and develop
among the group.
Each tribes aim is to be as efficient as possible on each
challenge in order to gain a maximum clues for the final
reunification and the final quest.
The last challenge mix orientation and enigma, that will
give you the last information to unclose the legendary
clan’s chest.
Koh-Lanta Sainte Marguerite is an invite to challenging
your teams to recover the original clan’s values: bravery,
strength, wisdom, solidarity, foresight !

OPTIONS
+ Wine tasting (2 wine , cheese, cooked meat)
----……………………………………………………………………………
+ Apéritif & dîner type BBQ on the Island
---………………………………………………………………………….
+ Gastronomic diner on the Island
--……………………………………………………………………………
+ Island roundtrip transfer
( 23h30 max.) Inclus

Prices may be subject to change depending on tax policies and the number of participants. Price given is excluding taxes..
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KOH-LANTA
“ SAINTE-MARGUERITE ”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………….……...

PLANNING

Price Upon Request

09h45: Arbor Meeting
10h00: Boarding
10h20: Arrival and tribes make-up
10h30: Game start
12h30: End of the quest and medals ceremony
(Boat Roundtrip include)
Time is given on an indicative basis and may change

(Base 150 pers. display on 16 tribes)
………………………………………………………………………

PRICE INCLUDE: (1/2 JOURNÉE)
- Conception, organization, authorizations, insurance
- Personalized Road book x 16 and site set up
- 8 challenge to choose among the list
- Medals for the 3 best tribes
- 1 EVIAN bottle 50cl per person
- Bandanas for each tribe
- Material transportation, space privatization

Info: From 15 to 200 participants
………………………………………………………………
Location: Côte d’Azur
(departure point Juan les Pins
……………………………………………………………………
Period: All year long
(Depending on ONF authorization)
……………………………………………………………………
Duration: Half Day, (Full day with more
activities & challenge)
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VANILIA EVENTS – CÔTE D’AZUR
405 bd Pierre Delmas – Bat. Maeva C
06600 Antibes
+33 (0)4 93 63 54 39
contact@vanilia-events.com
VANILIA EVENTS – RHÔNE-ALPES
5, avenue Hélène de Tournon
07300 Tournon-sur-Rhône
+33 (0)6 70 03 23 09

